Post Rotation Talk Evaluation

Name of Student:

Directions…….circle a descriptor and make specific comments in space provided

1. Introduction, including rationale and significance of the topic were: EXCELLENT GOOD POOR

2. The experimental methods and results were: CLEAR SOMETIMES UNCLEAR OFTEN CONFUSING

3. Was the relationship of the results to the conclusions clear? Did the speaker include other possible interpretations and critical assessment of the data? WELL DONE AVERAGE POOR

4. How well did the student answer the questions? EXCELLENT REASONABLE POOR N/A

5. Was the organization of the talk logical? Were the transitions between slides well thought out? LOGICAL AVERAGE RANDOM

6. Was the talk paced so as to hold your interest? Was sufficient time allotted to each section? ALWAYS OFTEN GENERALLY NOT

7. Were the slides clear? SOME MISTAKES NUMEROUS ERRORS, BUSY, HARD TO READ

8. Did the speaker have distracting mannerisms which may be corrected?

9. Additional comments: